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Whether we are investing in 

renewable power or investing 

for a longer life, we make 

today’s decisions with a 

better tomorrow as our goal.

Meeting the challenge and opportunity of sustainability requires being in it for the long term: 
Whether we are investing in renewable power or investing for a longer life, we make today’s 
decisions with a better tomorrow as our goal.

BlackRock is working to provide a better financial future for the millions of retirees who will 
live into their 80s and even beyond. At the same time, we are working to give our clients 
opportunities to invest in ways that align with their values. Indeed, more and more people are 
interested not only in the financial returns generated by their investments but also the societal 
and environmental impact. 

We’ve recently launched BlackRock Impact to help clients realize those investing goals. This 
platform, which includes the $225 billion in assets we manage tied to social and environmental 
strategies, aims to deliver specialized investment offerings with clear and transparent metrics 
on the societal or ecological outcomes they can help create. This initiative builds and delivers 
scalable investment solutions to address issues such as economic development and quality of life 
as well as the environment.

As a long-term investor, we encourage sustainable business models, engaging with companies in 
which we invest to build mutual understanding for shared long-term success. Last year, I wrote 
to chief executives about the temptation to reward shareholders with short-term buybacks at the 
expense of capital investment in research, people or products. I argued that this short-termism 
was actually damaging companies’ ability to generate and grow long-term returns.

As a firm, we believe in operating in a sustainable fashion. As BlackRock grows, we continue in 
our commitment to use our resources responsibly. We’ve cut our own energy consumption, for 
example, by 11 percent per employee since 2012. We’ve also shrunk our carbon footprint by 
investing in green buildings and by consolidating data centers. One of our biggest data centers is 
now powered by renewable hydro-electric power, and we have started building a second one like 
it. Our volunteer programs also enable BlackRock’s employees around the world to give back to 
the communities that host them. 

To us, sustainability means long-term thinking in every respect, whether it be reducing our energy 
consumption, contributing to communities or building better financial futures for our clients. It is 
about responsible decision-making — an attribute that’s at the very core of BlackRock.

Larry Fink
Chief Executive Officer
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